In this study, an exact solution is derived for the bidirectional vortex field in a rightcylindrical chamber. The cyclonic motion is assumed to be axisymmetric, steady, inviscid and incompressible, with no accounting for reactions or heat transfer. Our approach is based on the Bragg-Hawthorne equation (BHE), which can be solved in our situation under conditions leading to linearity. Using separation of variables, we are able to identify a set of eigensolutions that may be associated with this problem. The linearity of the resulting BHE enables us to superimpose these eigensolutions while making use of orthogonality to the extent of accommodating different injection configurations that may be imposed at the open boundaries. By way of confirmation, the extended formulation is used to regenerate physical configurations corresponding to five different analytical models found in the literature. The results illustrate how the present idealization may be applied to a variety of incompressible representations of cyclone-driven industrial flow separators, vacuum chambers, furnaces, plasma generators, and liquid rocket engines. 
In this paper, we consider the Bragg-Hawthorne equation with assumptions leading to linear source terms. Subsequent analysis based on separation of variables will be employed to uncover three possible types of solutions. After showing that one type is a special case, the remaining two are explored and shown to produce eigensolutions that can be combined linearly. Their superposition leads to a Fourier-like series that, when used in concert with the orthogonality concept to give rise to exact inviscid solutions that can accommodate a specified flow profile at the endwalls. The superposition of these solutions is plausible in our case due to the linearity of the equation being 
II. Formulation

A. Mathematical Model
As we study the axisymmetric bidirectional vortex in a chamber with circular cross-section, cylindrical coordinates are used. Our intent is to solve the applicable equations of motion with the aim of constructing analytical solutions for a user-prescribed set of boundary conditions. Our model is sketched in Fig. 1 where a schematic diagram of the physical problem is provided along with its flowfield characteristics. Note that an inlet section is located near zL  to permit the injection of fluid with arbitrary velocity.
As usual, the incompressible momentum equations for a steady axisymmetric inviscid flow can be written as 1 
and B ru   represent the total pressure head and tangential angular momentum, respectively. In the absence of friction and heat addition, our model may be taken to be isentropic. This ensures that the total pressure head will remain constant along a streamlines where one may set d / d 0.
H  
To further simplify the problem, we follow the approach used by Majdalani 16 and take the second term on the right-hand-side (RHS) of Eq. (5) to be a linear function of  . Thus using C to define the dimensional, swirl momentum constant, we put
and collect
Equation (7) can be solved using separation of variables assuming a rigid sidewall with (0, ) 0 
Clearly, three cases may be identified and promptly classified as Type 0 with RHS 0  : 
When imposing the centerline condition defined by Eq. (8), it may be realized that 4 0 C  will eliminate the singularity for 0 r  in 1 () Y Cr , K C C  . At this point one may apply Eq. (9), the rigid wall requirement on the radial velocity, to extract two sets of eigenvalues: 
and, for the corresponding axial velocity,
At this junction, an arbitrary velocity profile may be imposed at the endwalls by specifying 
In the above, the source terms may be determined from
Inserting these relations back into Eq. (18) and differentiating, general expressions for the axial and radial velocities may be returned. These are American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 
As for the tangential velocity u  , we can start with Eq. (6) 
Note that C appears outside the summation due to nonlinearity in the relation between u  and .  It therefore retains a unique value irrespective of the eigensolutions that are being superimposed in the angular momentum expression given by Eq. (26).
B. Consolidated Solution
At first glance, the two types of solutions captured in Eqs. (23), (24), and (26) appear dissimilar. Upon further scrutiny, however, we find that one may be restored from the other for 
 
This is due to the trigonometric identities cosh cos( ) sinh sin( )
These are needed to switch from type II to type I representation, or conversely, through cos cosh( ) sin sinh( )
These identities enable us to confirm by inspection the equality of the two types of solutions obtained for u  and . 
The outcome is of course identical to the type I representation.
Given that n  can vary from 3.8317 to  while C remains fixed, the sign of 
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where D and C represent the non-dimensional forms of the tangential surface parameter and swirl momentum constant, respectively. Implementing the above normalization into our equations, the streamfunction and velocity expressions become
sin cos sin k Ln n n n n n n n n n mimic the no-fuel injection scenario in our model, the headwall velocity 0 () Ur will be set to zero. Conversely, the endwall velocity () L Ur will be set equal to the axial profile at the inlet boundary of the model to be examined.
A. Axial Velocity
Our procedure consists of using the boundary conditions at the endwalls to fix the inlet and outlet axial velocities, before selecting the independent parameters, C and D , in such a way to reproduce, as closely as possible, the desired tangential velocity at zl  . The resulting formulation can then be employed to evaluate the axial velocity over the entire chamber domain, including the endwall boundaries, where a verification of the input profile imposed initially may be undertaken. To illustrate this process, the Beltramian and Trkalian profiles posted in Table 1   (Fig. 2b) and /2L
  (Fig. 3b) , respectively. It can be seen that the present model regenerates the same outcome as before in both flow configurations. The striking resemblance observed in these illustrations may be attributed to the two analyses being based on analogous approximations and assumptions at their points of departure, including their reliance on a linear BHE and a consistent set of physical requirements. To further visualize the behavior of Eq. (38), z u is presented in Fig. 4 where it is compared to the complexlamellar counterpart constructed by Vyas and Majdalani. 17 Unlike the Vyas-Majdalani motion in which the axial velocity along the centerline (or sidewall) increases (or decreases) linearly with the distance from the headwall, the acceleration associated with the present model is spatially variant. As it may be inferred from Fig. 4a , the axial variation of z u follows a nonlinear trend, in contrast to the linear behavior of the complex-lamellar solution. This may be attributed to the latter originating from a different BHE formulation than the one utilized here.
Returning to Fig. 4b , a fixed locus of the mantle may be seen at 0.707 r  , a key characteristic of the complexlamellar model, irrespective of the axial position. Conversely, the location of the series approximation in Fig. 4a is seen to slightly shift along the axis of the chamber, starting from 0.707 r  at zl  , where the simulated profile is imposed, to a value approaching 0.63 that is characteristic of both Beltramian and Trkalian solutions.
B. Tangential Velocity
The tangential velocity at zl  is dependent on the choice of ( , ) z u r l . The two constants C and D lend us two degrees of freedom by providing two parameters that can be adjusted to the extent of accounting for different tangential velocity profiles at the endwalls. To demonstrate the flexibility of our solution, we consider the Beltramian and Trkalian axial profiles by Majdalani 16 for /2L
 
, where each model features a different tangential velocity at the inlet. Figure 5a is based on Eq. (40) using Majdalani's slip-resistant Trkalian profile in the axial direction. 16 In this case, we set 0 D  in the tangential velocity expression in order to ensure that it vanishes at 0 r  . We then adjust the parameter C to match the magnitude of the velocity at the endwall. Because the inlet tangential speed observes the no-slip requirement at the sidewall, the velocity-adherence property is maintained along the entire length of the wall. For example, it can be seen that u  at under different inlet conditions, especially when using motions that permit slip at the sidewall. Our second test case provides an illustration of the latter situation. Now we use the linearly varying Beltramian profile with a slip permitting tangential velocity at zl  . The corresponding ( , ) u r l  displays a hyperbolic relation with the radial distance, thus causing u  to approach a nonzero value at the sidewall and infinity at the centerline. In our effort at matching this free-vortex motion, both C and D are carefully selected. The resulting solution in Fig. 5b displays incremental shifts in the tangential velocity at different axial positions. Such behavior is identical to the one reported by Majdalani.
16
C. Radial Velocity
The radial velocity in all of the models considered vanishes at the centerline due to axial symmetry. Furthermore, unlike simulated solid or hybrid rocket chambers, the vortex-fired rocket engines do not exhibit any radial velocity along the sidewall. In constructing our solution, the radial velocity profile does not appear explicitly in the inflow/outflow integrals of Eq. (39) and, as such, is not specifically imposed at the sidewall. Nonetheless, our results show that the radial velocity predicted by the series approximation along the inlet is strikingly similar to the profile that it seeks to mimic. This outcome may be attributed to z u and r u being intimately linked through the axisymmetric continuity relation, and this connection remains independent of the tangential velocity. So by imposing z u at the boundary, we are implicitly securing its unique companion r u at the same location. Regarding size considerations, the magnitude of r u appears to be small in comparison to the axial and tangential speeds. It peaks as we approach the headwall as shown in Fig. 6 where a larger radial velocity is needed to assist the fluid in crossing from the outer vortex into the central core region.
IV. Conclusions
This study presents an exact Euler solution for the swirling bidirectional motion confined in a vortex chamber. conditions at the endwall boundaries. By changing the inlet/outlet conditions, the present formulation enables us to reproduce former analytical solutions based on the Brag-Hawthorne equation.
As it may be anticipated, our axial velocity displays the tendency to reproduce the same profiles imposed at the endwalls although its shapes may often shift in the axial direction as the flow changes from its basic configuration to the one prescribed at its boundary.
Concerning the swirl velocity, two keystone parameters, the swirl momentum constant C and the tangential surface parameter D , are calibrated to match the tangential velocity at the boundary. We find that the choice of C , and therefore u  at the endwall, can affect the variation of the axial velocities throughout the domain. For the radial velocity, it was shown that by strictly imposing the axial velocity at the inlet, we are indirectly setting the radial velocity as well due to these quantities being strongly connected through the continuity equation to the extent that specifying one is tantamount to specifying the other. In general, the magnitude of the radial velocity remains small compared to other flow components, except near the headwall where the radial velocity peaks and both the axial and tangential velocities reach their minima.
